12 Save for Woodward, all of these books were written by chemists. Having read these sources, Walker then attended the lectures of Andrew Plummer (d. 1756), the professor of chemistry in the Medical School. In addition to attending Plummer's lectures, it is quite possible that he also attended the materia medica course of Charles Alston .
13 Yet, aside from teaching Walker the basics of chemistry and natural philosophy, there is no convincing evidence that Plummer, Alston or Steuart had any significant influence on his early mineralogy.
Based on Walker's comments in his Systema Fossilium and on several other extant manuscripts from early in his career (to be discussed in the next section), it can be seen that his initial conception of mineralogy was shaped by what he read in the books written by Boyle, Woodward, Becher, Stahl and, to an extent, Boerhaave. However, the mineralogical classification promoted by these chemists or mineralogists was inconsistent. Since chemical nomenclature and vocabulary were not standardized until the end of the eighteenth century, 14 each of these authors had a slightly different approach to mineralogy. For instance, Stahl based his system on chemical characters, while Woodward only used chemistry when physical characters were not enough. To make matters even more confusing, there were three different approaches to chemical classification being employed : (1) Aristotelian Elements (earth, water, fire and air), (2) Paracelsian Tria Prima (sulphur, mercury and salts) and (3) the five-principle system (salts, inflammables, water, earths and metals). Despite these different forms of chemistry, Walker's sources listed above do agree on the general assumption that the concept of an ' earth' is central to any credible mineralogical arrangement. During Walker's student years, there were generally two different conceptions of the word ' earth' (or terra). The first referred to the matter traditionally associated with the word ' soil '. I shall use the lower-case form of ' earth' to connote this meaning. The second conception of earth was more philosophical. It referred to the one of four primary substances that made up all rocks and stones. I shall use an upper-case term -' Primary Earth(s) ' -to represent this definition. 15 (Likewise, I shall use the capitalized version of ' Salt ' to connote bodies that ' are sapid, miscible with water, and not inflammable').
16
The idea that one Primary Earth could form the base of all minerals appealed to many mineralogists during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Its intellectual lineage stretched back to Platonic ' forms' and the four Aristotelian elements. During the sixteenth century, chemists held that all matter was somehow born from a Universal Acid and it was this concept that was eventually transformed into the eighteenth century's idea of a ' universal ' Primary Earth.
17
Of the six authors above, only Becher and Stahl place a strong emphasis on the role played by Primary Earths in the classification of minerals. The others are either sceptical or unclear on the matter. For instance Boyle, in his works on earths, minerals and metals, was more concerned with ascertaining practical applications. To achieve this goal, he looked at both physical and chemical characters. Yet, even though he was a chemist, he doubted the existence of a Primary Earth :
Hence we may reasonably doubt, whether the assertors of elementary earth can shew us any native substance deserving of that name ; and, also whether what remains, after chymical analysis, tho' it has all the qualities, judg 'd sufficient to denominate a portion of matter earth, may not yet be either a compounded body, or endowed with the qualities which belong not to simple earth.
18
Woodward shared Boyle's pragmatic view. He concentrated solely on physical characteristics, that is, the ' Nature ', ' Properties ' and ' Phenomena ' of minerals.
19 For every fossil, wherever possible, he observed its placement in the ground and ' the Bulk, the Form, the Texture, the Constitution, the Purity or Mixtures discernible in it ' . 20 This being the case, his work offers a vague definition of what he means by the word ' earth '. For him, anything in the ground that was not a mineral or a metal received this title.
21
Likewise, Boerhaave was not interested in strictly defining this term in Elements (even if he was, his vacillation between Aristotelian, Paracelsian and five-principle chemistry would have muddled the definition anyway).
Woodward's and Boyle's emphasis upon physical characters proved to be very useful for Walker throughout his entire career. In fact, Woodward remained a reference work that Walker recommended to his students after he became Edinburgh Professor of 15 David Oldroyd treats these two different definitions of earth in ' Some phlogistic mineralogical schemes, illustrative of the evolution of the concept of ''Earth'' in the 17th and 18th Centuries', Annals of Science (1974) 23 Because he was not able to isolate completely each element of this tria prima, each remained a philosophical construct similar to a Platonic ' form '. The purest representation of Vitrescible Earth was associated with quartz and was characteristically dry. It was the primary ingredient of stones and minerals and imparted the qualities of fusibility, solidity and opacity.
By the time Walker started attending the University of Edinburgh, the five-principle system of chemistry had become quite influential in the Medical School. By the mid1750s, Cullen included all of the Primary Earths under the term ' Earth Principle '. 24 In the years that immediately followed his time at the University of Edinburgh, Walker eventually decided that Vitrescible Earth was one of five Primary Earths associated with the Earth Principle. However, he never ceased to believe that it was the oldest of all the Primary Earths. Such a view slightly differed from Becher, who held that there was a foundational Primary Earth (Fatty Earth) which served as the base for all Earths and which conferred colour, taste and odour.
25 Like Becher, Stahl maintained the tria prima stance, and it was this conception of ' Earths ' that was given the title ' primitive Earths ' in Peter Shaw's widely read English translation of Stahl's Philosophical Principles of Universal Chemistry.
26 Because Stahl accepted many of Becher's chemical definitions,
27
their works are sometimes collectively called the Becher-Stahl School. 28 The influence of this school upon seventeenth-and eighteenth-century chemical mineralogists was quite significant. 29 In Edinburgh, its influence was felt in the articles printed in Essays and Observations, Physical and Literary, the principal journal of the Medical School and Edinburgh Philosophical Society from the 1750s until the 1770s. The Becher-Stahl School also influenced Cullen, Walker's chief mentor. Even after its chemistry was eclipsed at the end of the century, Walker still referred to the phlogiston theory in his geology and mineralogy lectures.
30 He never ceased to maintain that the ' first persons In the Cullen Collection housed in the University of Glasgow Special Collections Department, there are numerous copies of Cullen's manuscript notes that he used to give as his lectures during the 1750s. Though illegible in several cases, these clearly define his conception of the four Primary Earths. He held that Vitrescible Earths quickly changed to glass, became readily transparent with the application of fire, struck fire with steel, were little altered by calcinations and were not dissolved by acids. Because of their glass-like transparency, he often referred to them as ' crystalline '. Within this genus he included gems, flint, calculi, sands, quartz and fusible spar (probably feldspar).
38 Calcarious Earth could either be burnt to quicklime or dissolved with effervescence in acid menstruums. It included marble, limestone, chalk, spars, stalactites, shells, marls, magnesia alba, aluminous earth, quicklime and earths that contained animal and vegetable matter.
39
Argillaceous Earth, on account of its ' viscidity & fineness ', was not dissolvable by acids, could be turned upon a lathe and became harder and more compact when exposed to fire. This genus contained white clay, coloured clays, steatites and ferruginea.
40 Talky 47 With this definition, it seems that Cullen was trying to portray earth as a makeshift species that fell between Primary Earths and Salts. However, such a broad definition was not without its problems and Cullen spent a good deal of time trying to iron out the conceptual wrinkles. It seems that Walker was involved in this process because he published an article in the 1757 edition of the Philosophical Transactions which addressed the shared characters of saline and terrene mineral water solutions.
48 In general, Cullen held that there were two types of earth. The first was ' of moist surfaces & viscid '. These consisted of marls and of clays. He sometimes placed stipulations on these substances. He held that marls should effervesce in acid and should not harden in fire. Clays should harden in fire and be soluble in acids. The second type of earth was ' of dry surfaces and friable '. These consisted of ochres and ' tripelas'. 49 He sometimes stipulated that the ochres should be ' soft and smooth ' and the tripelas should be ' hard and rough '.
Cullen's interest did not stop at Primary Earths and earths. He even offered a basic classification system for stones. He held that they consisted of two types : Powdery and Solid. Powdery Stones, or rather those ' In coarse powder ', 50 consisted of sand, grit and earth fragments. Solid Stones, or those ' In larger Masses ', 51 consisted of two general divisions: Simple and Structured. Since Cullen thought that stones were composed of a mixture of Primary Earths and earths, his classifications are quite rough and sometimes overlap. Simple Stones included gypseous stone, freestone, limestone, rockstone and (curiously) granite. The description he offers for ' Structured' stones in his manuscript notes is vague and seems to be directed at the concreted matter surrounding rocks. He offers four types : Determined, Milky, Coloured and Clear. Sprinkled throughout his entire classification of stones are also chemical characters which are usually determined by experiments involving acid. Thus Cullen oscillates between physical and chemical 49 Tripela is Cullen's word for ' tripoli', which is ' A fine earth used as a polishing-powder, consisting mainly of decomposed siliceous matter, esp. that formed of the shells of diatoms; called also infusorial earth or rotten-stone'. OED. characters for this classification. The physical characters that he particularly liked were softness, hardness, smoothness, colour and stratigraphical alignment. In addition to mineralogy, Cullen's chemistry was relevant to both medicine and natural history. Such a link was not new in Britain. For instance, in addition to emphasizing the value of applying chemistry to all the kingdoms of nature, Boyle's comments on the actual practice of natural history served as a guide for many naturalists. Based on this rationale, Cullen kept his own mineralogical collection, which Walker purchased for the Edinburgh Natural History Museum in the 1790s. 54 Cullen also encouraged his other students to do the same, as can be seen by the fact that Black was also interested in collecting minerals.
55 Cullen's above lecture on this topic goes on to direct his students to examine minerals because the He then proceeds to give a long list of minerals worth investigating in Scotland. Walker took this list quite seriously because he made it a point to examine many of its items during the next two decades.
56 This allowed him to acquire the specimens that eventually became part of the University of Edinburgh's Natural History Museum.
57 In this manner, chemistry and mineralogy were mutually dependant. Chemistry provided characters by which rocks could be classified -first into genera based on Primary Earths and then into classes. These characters were not only used for arranging minerals. They were also employed in the making of pharmaceuticals and in the purification of mineral ores. The latter was linked to mining and could therefore be used to obtain patronage. This is why Walker's contemporary Black analysed box after box of minerals sent to him by Lord Hopetoun and other naturalists during the 1770s.
58 In addition to analysing mineral ores, chemistry was incorporated into the larger utilitarian enterprise of agricultural improvement. This is why the Philosophical Society was interested in Walker's 1753 to 1754 marl collections. Following this pattern, Walker continued to promote the interaction of chemistry and natural history throughout his career and, 59 like Cullen, gave a public lecture on the topic in 1788.
60

Chemistry and classification (I): Walker's early attempts at arrangement
Cullen's combination of chemistry and natural history had a profound effect on Walker. The first printed indication of this effect was in his 1757 Philosophical Transactions article on mineral water. 61 Walker maintained his interest in chemistry over the next ten years as he toured Scotland. As these travels were extensive, they will be treated in the next section. The main goal of the present section is to detail his nascent classification system. The manuscript sources on this topic for the period between 1757 and 1766 are few. Of those that are extant, there is no clear indication as to which mineralogical classification influenced Walker's early investigations. Even though the 1761 index of his library shows what he was reading, 62 it does not indicate his personal definition of a Primary Earth, nor does it specifically identify his classificatory preference. His index also does not list several books that were published before 1761, but that proved to be quite influential to Walker's mineralogy in the mid-1760s -a good example being Linnaeus's Systema Naturae. The 1771 report that he compiled for his 1764 Hebrides and Highlands tour offers a similarly murky picture. Since it is quite likely that he interpolated several authors into the text, it is difficult to determine which books he was actually using in 1764. The first clear indication as to which classification system was guiding his initial mineralogical activity is found in a notebook of natural history commonplaces entitled Adversaria.
64 Kept from 1766 to around 1772, it is a collection of aphorisms, observations and thoughts drawn from personal observation, books, articles and conversations.
65 Much of this information would eventually be included in the natural history lectures and articles that he wrote after he became a professor in 1779. Since the first entry is numbered ' 300', it is likely that Adversaria is the only remaining example of a set of several notebooks. Even though it contains observations on all three kingdoms of nature, it focuses chiefly upon mineralogy and botany. The mineralogical entries are helpful for two reasons. First, they include the half dozen or so authors who most influenced Walker at this time (sometimes specific books and page numbers are cited 68 Those placed in the e group are either inflammable themselves or are a naturally occurring product of inflammables. Finally, the g group was based on Metals.
Once Walker had used chemical principles to group metals and minerals, he then grouped the remains of animals or plants found in the ground. Here he moves beyond the realm of rocks and stones. Since this limited his ability to use chemical characters, he relies more on the physical characters to group such organic ' Productions ' (groups h, i, k). However, despite such a physically based classification, the chemical properties of these productions were still a topic addressed by eighteenth-century chemists. Joseph Black devoted a whole section to the productions of animals and vegetables in his 1767-8 lectures 69 and many of the chemical mineralogists mentioned in Walker's Adversaria and his 1761 library index included similar categories.
70 Thus all of Walker's early classifications were based upon the chemistry of the day. The only chemical element that is not included in his classification is Water. Technically, however, it was not a fossil and this is probably why it is omitted. Walker did believe that Water was important for mineral studies -as can be seen in his 1757 Philosophical Transactions article on Hartfell Spa. were different. Da Costa took issue with Linnaeus's method 73 and had created his own classification which ran in the following order : series, chapter, genus, section and member. As he did not finish his system, there are only two series : Earths and Stones. The chapter, genus and section are formed on physical features (colour, texture and so on) and the members are differentiated based on their reactions to acids and alkalis. Likewise, Linnaeus resorted to chemistry as a final option to be used after physical characters were exhausted : ' The student has three modes of investigating this [Mineral] Kingdom : Physical, which descends through the obscure generation of minerals : Natural, which considers their superficial and visible structure : Chemical, which ascend through their destructive analysis. '
74 For the last, Linnaeus employed fire and acids. He also used several other characters that fell within the realm of eighteenthcentury humid analysis : concretion, cementation, calcination, putrefaction and crystallization.
75 It can be seen that chemistry was used in Da Costa and Linnaeus, but it was relegated to a minor role.
Walker's early classification clearly demonstrates that he did not follow such an approach. His many references to these authors show his life-long proclivity to cite works that were ordered by taxonomies (or even an epistemology) that he himself did not support. He had no problem with extracting examples from one book and then inserting them into a system (usually his own) that seemed more reasonable. He began this practice early in his career with his use of Becher, Stahl and Woodward and he continued it in his geology lectures where he cites theorists like Buffon and Maupertuis.
76 This process of extracting and inserting natural history commonplaces was common during the Enlightenment. In mineralogy's case, the sea of sources produced a canon of works from which examples were most often taken.
77 Da Costa, Linnaeus, 78 John Hill and Woodward were the standard works cited by British mineralogists.
79 However, the difference between citing them and actually agreeing with them was sometimes quite vast.
As Walker's work demonstrates, it was quite common to praise these canonical authors in one sentence and then criticize them in the next. In general, the preface of almost every systematic mineralogy book was full of attacks upon the shortcomings of previous authors. Da Costa 
Building a collection (I): the mineralogy of travel
One of the distinguishing marks of the professors who lectured in Edinburgh's Medical School was that they understood the pedagogical effectiveness of passing around natural history specimens. Students were also encouraged to build their own collection of mineralogical and botanical simples and this contributed to an in situ form of naturalism that lasted well into the nineteenth century.
92 Apart from building curiosity collections, this seems to have been the leading motivation for collecting minerals in Scotland during the mid-eighteenth century.
93 As Walker's biography demonstrates, one of the most common ways of locating useful minerals in Scotland was travel. During his student years, Walker first explored the Edinburgh area with his friends Edward and Alexander Wight. He visited quarries, collieries, the King's Park and the Firth of Forth's shoreline. Even though he mentions these and many other trips in his Systema Fossilium, it is sometimes difficult to trace his exact steps because he visited several places more than once and because he did not leave behind any personal diaries. However, his trips can be divided into two overarching categories : short and long tours. Walker used short tours to explore almost the entire mainland of Scotland. They could last from a few days to a few months. In his early travels (1753 to 1762), he explored areas in Midlothian and South Lothian, Tweeddale, Moffat and Annandale. From 1753 to 1757 he lived in Galloway where he toured its moors and dales as well as the Stewartry of Kirkcudbright. During these trips he collected the marl and manure samples that attracted the attention of Cullen and the Philosophical Society. In 1758 Walker went to live in Glencorse (also spelled Glencross) and also travelled with Cullen to Breadalbane. During the next three years he toured Fife, the shores of the Tay, Kinnoul Hill, Clackan, Annanshire, the silver and cobalt mines of Alva and the copper mine of ' Aithoy '.
In 1762 Additionally, he visited the lead mines of Machrymore, Leadhills and Wanlock, the copper mines of Covend and the antimony mines of Eskdale. He made over thirty trips to Leadhills and Wanlock on account of their close proximity to Moffat. There, between 1761 and 1764, he observed many minerals (strontite and zeolite in particular) that had not been previously seen in Britain. Walker would later state these ' new ' minerals to be : ' the Ore, and the Ochre of Nickel ; the Plumbum pellucidum of Linnaeus ; the Plumbum decahedrum and cyaneum, both undescribed ; the Saxum metalliferum of the Germans ; the Ponderosa aërata of Bergman ; and the Morettum, which afterwards appeared to be a sort of Zeolite '. 93 This seems to shed some light on Hugh Torrens's statement that the 'question of how minerals were found in the first place, prior to their being uncovered and mined, has been strangely neglected '. 'Some thoughts on the complex and forgotten history of mineral exploration', Journal of the Open University Geological Society zeolite was originally related to talc, that is, a potential Primary Earth. Furthermore, his research on strontitic ' earth ' led to its later chemical classification. 96 Other short travels during this Moffat period include a 1765 journey to London 97 and his 1778 trips to Stirlingshire, Perthshire, Forfarshire, the Mearns and Aberdeenshire. Walker moved to Colinton (near Edinburgh) in 1782 and remained there until he died in 1803. During this time, he was first busy with lecturing and then slowly began to lose his eyesight. As a result, his short trips were limited and he depended more upon the observations of students and correspondents.
98
In addition to his short tours, Walker took two long tours to the Highlands and Hebrides. The first was in 1764 and the second was in 1771. The 1764 tour covered most of the Inner and Outer Hebrides and was more extensive. Both of these trips were dually supported by the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland and the Board of Annexed Estates. For his scientific and his ecclesiastical observations, he was awarded both an honorary MD and DD in 1765.
99 Whenever observing minerals, he was keen to record ' 1. The Qualities, local Uses, & indigenous Names to be marked ' and ' 2. The most common Productions generally neglected '.
100 He also noted and/or collected the following : Even though Walker states these directions to be more useful for a neophyte traveller, his later writings demonstrate that he followed a similar system when he traversed the wilds of Scotland. Like his chemical divisions of minerals, these instructions were probably not original to Walker. In fact, they bear a strong resemblance to the instructions given 
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Using these directions, Walker made observations and collected a wide variety of samples that allowed him to write a detailed report on the Hebrides for King George III. This report is now known as the King's MS. It was based on his 1764 journey and took him seven years to write. The preface of the King's MS is addressed ' TO HIS MAJESTIES COMMISSIONERS AT THE BOARD OF ANNEXED ESTATES' 103 and it states, ' The following History of the western Islands, undertaken at your Desire and executed under your patronage, I have endeavoured as much as possible to render subservient to your excellent and Patriotic Designs. '
104 As a representative of the Crown's improving landlords, it was his duty to identify minerals that were of economic value -lead, coal, marble and metals being the most notable.
105
At first glance, the plethora of physical observations in the King's MS might suggest that Walker had forgotten his chemical mineralogy. However, this was not the case. He cited chemical mineralogists like Wallerius and Cronstedt because many of the minerals he mentions would have been of great interest to Scottish chemists.
106 An excellent example of this is in the section of the report on the Isle of Skye. Here Walker mentions that he has found a Talcy Earth similar to that used for making China in Cornwall. ' I have as little doubt, that this Talc of Sky, is superior to the Soap Rock. It is of a most 102 Walker, op. cit. (64), ff. 157-8. 103 The Board of Annexed Estates was set up to oversee the lands that had been confiscated by the Crown after the 1745 Jacobite Rebellion. Governed by a council of nobles, it was to this body that Walker addressed his report. One of the goals of the Board was to determine whether or not the land could be economically improved and whether or not there was still a strong Catholic presence. pure and impalpable Substance, of itself, the most unalterable in the fire perhaps, of any Fossile, Gold only excepted. '
107 This test upon Talcy Earth served two important chemical goals. First, it would have aided Black and Cullen in their deliberations about Talc's status as a Primary Earth. These deliberations were closely related to several other experiments Black had conducted over the past decade to determine whether or not other substances like alum and magnesia alba were products of calcareous earth. These types of experiment had been initiated by Andreas Marggraf and Johann Pott at the Berlin Academy a decade earlier.
108 Second, since the 1750s Cullen had been searching for a Scottish clay that could be used to make porcelain (this was why he had originally consulted Pott). It was for this reason that Walker used his fire experiment to argue that the Talc from the Isle of Skye was just as suited for manufacturing china as the ' apyrous' clay (kaolin) used from Stourbridge and other places in the English Midlands.
In all of his travels from the 1750s to the 1770s, Walker's chemistry played an important role in how he actually gathered mineralogical samples. The only way that he could determine whether or not the manure from Kirkcudbright or the Talc from Skye were relevant to other chemical mineralogists was to perform preliminary tests in the field or at home that would reveal whether or not certain minerals were worth sending to Edinburgh for further analysis. This would not have been hard since the two main tests (fire and acids) did not involve elaborate apparatus 109 (however, it is worth saying that Walker does not mention Cronstedt's blowpipe technique).
110 Once the samples were in Edinburgh, this allowed him and others to conduct more experiments upon them. Moreover, it was these private specimens that would eventually form the core of the ' public' mineralogical collection of Edinburgh University's Natural History Museum.
111
Over the next thirty years, the chemical characters obtained from such fossils played a key role in the classification system that he taught his natural history students during the 1780s and 1790s.
112 Since his classification was based on Primary Earths, the very categories created by each genus and species led him to investigate specific chemical characters of select fossils -Talc, once again, being a good example of this specialized interest.
Building a collection (II) : correspondents, patrons and collecting fossils
Whether or not Walker was observing the chemical or physical characters of Scottish minerals, he still needed samples from home and abroad that could function as a source of comparison. In addition to the minerals that he collected on his personal travels in Scotland, the specimens that he acquired during the 1750s and 1760s came from two other sources : correspondents and patrons. Although he had been in contact with Linnaeus since 1762, it was Walker's 1765 trip to London that enhanced his correspondence network. He was received by English naturalists, like John Ellis, who were familiar with his name because of his Linnaean credentials and his Philosophical Transactions article.
113 Scottish naturalists living in London would have also known of him on account of his travels and connections in their home country. This connection back to Scotland was important because the political situation of the mid-eighteenth century had created a closely knit Scots community in London. Overseeing this network were two political magnates : Lord Bute and his brother James Stuart Mackenzie. It seems that Walker was received into this community on account of his intent to publish a natural history of Scotland 114 and because he knew Bute. He used this visit to obtain correspondents who were willing to trade not only minerals but also botanical and zoological specimens.
115
While in London, Walker was also put into contact with one of the best-known fossil traders in Britain -' Mr. 122 A key point to note about these fossils is that, like the samples he collected himself, Walker subjected many of the specimens to chemical analysis -as can be seen by the ferrum intractable nitens micaceum debate already detailed above.
Walker's other mineralogical source during the 1760s was aristocratic patrons. His initial contact with the aristocracy was through William Cullen. It was Cullen's chemical knowledge that had originally allowed him to make his own contacts among the nobility. 123 During the 1750s Cullen was involved in introducing Walker to Lord Kames and to the Clerk family of Pennicuik. 124 Walker's travels in the mid-1760s furthered his reputation as Cullen's protégé and placed him in contact with aristocrats like the Earl of Loudan (on whose land Walker sketched coal strata).
125 These tours and his connection with Lord Kames promoted Walker as a credible naturalist and led the Board of Annexed Estates to select him for the 1764 tour of the Hebrides and Highlands. 126 In addition to establishing contacts with Baron Mure, Baron Cathcart, Lord Queensbury and Lord Hopetoun, the 1764 tour allowed Walker to befriend Lord Bute. Over the next ten years, Walker functioned as a scientific advisor to all four of these men.
Most Scottish landowners were interested in mineralogy and chemistry because of their close links to mining and land improvement. It was for this reason that Walker was keen to copy down Cullen's (circa) 1766 Lectures on Agriculture 127 and to offer colliery observations (like those he made for the Earl of Loudan). Walker was not the only one to use chemical mineralogy to obtain patronage. Black, Cullen's other protégé, followed the same pattern.
128 In addition to questions of land improvement, members of the landed class also consulted men like Walker, Black and Cullen because they were interested in writing their own treatises on georgics -Kames's Gentleman Farmer (1779) being a good example. 129 Quite often, such agricultural and mineralogical advice paved the way for political connections and preferential access to large tracts of land. For instance, it was Hopetoun's Wanlock and Leadhills mines that afforded Walker the most detailed view of underground minerals and his mineral well (Hartfell Spa, outside of Moffat) that allowed Walker to publish his first article.
130 Acquiring these minerals also led to their analysis, both for reasons of science and patronage.
131
This symbiotic relationship between land improvement and natural history was one of the main factors that propelled Walker's career, especially when the town council appointed him to be the professor of natural history in 1779. 132 Moreover, based on the careers of Walker, Cullen and Black (and others like professors Alston and Francis Home), it seems that mid-eighteenth-century Scottish mineralogy thrived on a reciprocal relationship that existed between improvement-minded patrons and naturalists that were either employed in or trained by the medical schools. If one looks at the chemical experiments being performed on minerals by Edinburgh's Medical School professors who taught chemistry or materia medica, 133 it becomes apparent that many of their experiments were directly applicable to mineralogical and chemical classification. In this sense the Medical School provided a key service that was characteristically associated with mining academies in Europe. 134 Walker's most significant aristocratic patron was Lord Bute. Like Kames, Bute's interest in natural history went beyond simple land improvement. In addition to its economic value, natural history was Bute's favourite hobby. 135 He had taken his degree from the University of Leiden in 1732 and, like many naturalists, he was not content with the Linnaean classification system. 136 This led him to construct his own. 137 In 1765 Bute gave Walker access to his London library 138 and by 1767 it is highly likely that Bute was supplying specimens to ' the ingenious Doctor Walker of Moffat '. 139 Bute must have thought highly of Walker's abilities because he discussed his alternative classification with him. Walker specifically recorded Bute's thoughts on the classifications of gems and flowers in his Adversaria.
140 To help develop his system, Bute had amassed a large collection of minerals and plants from Britain and abroad. Wilson has suggested that his mineralogical collection was well over a hundred thousand specimens. If this is true, Bute's collection was possibly the largest in Europe at the end of the eighteenth century.
141
Bute allowed Walker to see part of his ' fossil ' catalogue sometime during the late 1760s. In the notes that Walker took on the collection, he states that Bute had purchased some of the minerals from a Mr Maine for the sum of £300. Walker was able to view ' 1833 Numbers of Fossils, many of which, are English & Foreign'. Of these, Walker copied down sixty Scottish specimens and twenty ' Foreign Fossils, chiefly German ' -the latter being mostly metals. 142 Walker continued to maintain his relationship with Bute into the 1770s. He visited the Isle of Bute during his 1771 tour and in 1772 Bute sent Baron Mure two letters enquiring about a box of books that he had bought for Walker in London.
with the natural history community in London, especially after he had corresponded with the famous naturalist Sir Joseph Banks. 144 Walker's ties with Kames brought him into contact with several of the Judge Advocate's scientific advisors -two examples being Sir John Nasmyth (c. 1704-79) 145 and Sir John Pringle (1707-82). 146 The fact that Walker had been trusted by the nobles who sat on the Board of Annexed Estates most likely gained him an introduction to the Duke of Northumberland in 1765.
147 However, Walker's contact with Northumberland may have been encouraged by Bute. 148 Walker's notes and letters from the 1750s through the 1770s further indicate that he was in contact with several landed families 149 as well as several of Edinburgh's judge advocates. 150 Since many of these landowners actively maintained natural history contacts abroad, Walker benefited from their extended network. The best example of this situation is a letter written from Dr John Rogerson to John Clerk, the seventh son of Sir John Clerk of Pennicuik. 151 Rogerson was a former student of Cullen. He was the personal physician to Catherine the Great and several other members of the Russian court in St Petersburg. The letter states, between Dr. Walker and him -he writes and speaks English so it would be perfectly easy for both and might be mutually usefull to each other.
152
Rogerson was part of a larger network of Scottish physicians who lived on the Baltic and who helped supply mineralogical specimens. Many of them were associated with port cities that contained large British trading communities. They collected a wide variety of minerals and sent them back to British naturalists and landowners seeking to compare their ores, minerals and metals to those from abroad. 153 During the 1760s this network flourished under the patronage of Baron Charles Cathcart, the British Ambassador to Russia. Walker was included in this network because he had formed close links to the Cathcart and Hopetoun families. As the above excerpt indicates, the mineralogical rewards of such a network would have no doubt provided more specimens that would eventually help him write his own mineralogical system.
Conclusion
This article has detailed the early mineralogical career of Rev. Dr John Walker, with specific focus on how he analysed, arranged and acquired ' fossils'. It began by showing that chemistry was one of the main forms of analysis used for ascertaining mineral characters in eighteenth-century Scotland. Although he was familiar with other theories, Walker was most influenced by five-principle chemistry. He was introduced to this when studying at the University of Edinburgh and via his mentor William Cullen. This form of chemistry favoured the Becher-Stahl School's concept of a ' Primary Earth ' that chemically analysed stones and then classified them based on which Primary Earth they contained. With the help of Cullen and Kames, Walker entered into the Scottish natural history scene during the 1750s and continued to use chemistry to ascertain the chemical characters of minerals. Although the Swedes, Germans and French promoted chemical mineralogy at this time, it was the Swedish authors that had the most profound effect on the mineralogy practised by Walker and several of his contemporaries. He first used Wallerius and Cronstedt in the 1760s and then went on to use Bergman in the 1770s. The influence of Swedish mineralogy remained strong when he began to give his mineralogy lectures in the 1780s and he continued to cite these authors up until he died in 1803. The fact that he taught chemical mineralogy to seven hundred or more students during his time as a professor suggests that this form of analysis (and the sources that he cited) deserve a closer look -especially since many of these students were members of the Royal Society of Edinburgh during the years when the different versions of James Hutton's Theory of the Earth were debated and published. Indeed, Hutton's original 1785 monograph treats the sea as if it were one gigantic flask in which ' loose materials had formed into solid masses '. 154 Even though this process involved heat, the older professors of the Medical School like Walker, Black and Cullen would have used saline chemical vocabulary to describe many of processes implied in Hutton's account of the ' globe '.
155
Walker's career demonstrates that acquiring and analysing minerals in eighteenthcentury Scotland was a symbiotic relationship. The best example of this situation was Walker's involvement with the Hope family. There is no doubt that his 1757 Philosophical Transactions paper would have pleased John Hope, the second Lord Hopetoun, because Hartfell Spa (the medicinal well under examination) was on his land. It should therefore come as no surprise to see that Walker was appointed to be the minister of Moffat in 1762 -a town in which the Hope family exerted a considerable amount of influence (indeed, they donated the land on which the town's present church is built). Living in Moffat placed several of the Hopetoun mines within a day's walking distance. Even though it is not certain as to what extent Walker was involved in guiding the family's view on ore or coal prospecting, it is clear that he made himself available to give advice on the minerals being dug out of their mines. 156 The links that he made with the Hope family early in his career became very useful later in his life. During the late 1770s, the second Lord Hopetoun helped Walker secure his professorship and gave him access to mineral specimens that he had acquired while travelling abroad. 157 After the second Lord Hopetoun died in 1781, James Hope, the third Lord Hopetoun, continued to supply the Natural History Museum with specimens 158 and politically supported Walker's involvement in the creation of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1783.
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To this day several of the marble slabs given by the Hopes to the Natural History Museum still bear Walker's handwriting on their labels -a memorial to the strong bonds that existed between eighteenth-century mineralogy and patronage. 160 In addition to the Hope family, Walker was able to procure his specimens from a variety of other sources. The most immediate was his own backyard. Since this was a time when physicians and apothecaries still had to scour the countryside for pharmacological simples, his training at Edinburgh's Medical School and with Cullen proved to be very useful because it had taught him how to utilize the specimens that existed in his own locality. Since his career demonstrates that lapidaries and savant suppliers existed in healthy numbers in Scotland and London, more research needs to be done to see just who ' Mr. John Sivewright ' and ' Mr. George Wilson ' actually were and what sorts of network they used to procure and sell ' fossils '. Walker's list of mineralogical suppliers would be an excellent place to start for such research because it shows that Baltic sources were just as important as those that came from the Mediterranean and, to a lesser extent, the Americas. Such a wide variety of locations also suggests that Scottish mineralogy, like botany, benefited from Britain's central position in eighteenth-century trade and colonization. The emphasis placed upon mineralogical topics in the Medical School led many of the physicians and surgeons assigned to naval or diplomatic posts to be on the lookout for foreign fossils. A good example of this practice is Dr John Rogerson and the samples that he sent to Walker from St Petersburg. The efforts of such mineralizing physicians were often reinforced by the patronage of Scottish ambassadors who owned mines and who wanted to compare their ores to those of foreign countries. It was probably for this reason that Lord Cathcart, the British ambassador to Russia, collected ores and gave patronage to physicians like Rogerson. Another diplomat interested in mineralogy was Robert Liston, the ambassador to Spain. He used his influence to acquire and send Walker several different types of ore during the 1780s. The motivations for supplying foreign minerals were therefore complex and the cases of these physicians and diplomats, or even that of Da Costa and Walker, force the researcher to consider the motivations of those who participated in the mineralogical trade. Were minerals simply collected because of their novelty, or were they initially selected to be compared chemically to indigenous ores and pharmaceutical simples that could be commodified ?
To answer this question, more work will have to be done on the eighteenth-century mineralogical scene in Britain, not just for Scotland, but also for England, Ireland and Wales. Not only do the practising mineralogists need to be more clearly identified, but the sources that were used as field guides and in university medical courses also need to be surveyed. Since many medical professors still read Latin, books in this language also will also have to be considered. Additionally, local chorographies, statistical surveys and even mining records should also be consulted. For example, the mineralogical content of Highland and Hebrides tour reports, 161 The Statistical Account of Scotland (1791-9), 162 and accounts written in other European languages need to be considered.
